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HOW WE SOLVED

THE MYSTERY!
The way the results in this guide were compiled was a 2-step process.

 ran rigorous tests on 

these units were sent to the staff at  and they 

but we also took a closer look at warranties, trial periods, customer 
service, price, aesthetics, ease of use, and much more.

represent these superior units and their 

family fortunate enough to own one of these 

4www.ionizerresearch.com



INTRODUCING

With over 100 water ionizer models 

no single unit is “best” for everyone. We

The purpose of this guide is to present 

get the most for your money.

THE CROWNING
FOUR

Who Wrote This Guide?

 is the world leader

 is the leading

water ionizer.

5www.ionizerresearch.com



CONFUSED?

OUR GOAL

This word is the very reason why this guide 

 and  

would happen.

6www.ionizerresearch.com



WATER IONIZER TIMELINE

WHO WON WATER IONIZER
OF THE YEAR?

2021 WINNER
Tyent’s ACE-13 and UCE-11

2020 WINNER
Tyent’s 11-Plate Series

20202023 WINNER20202024 WINNER
Tyent’s Alkaline H2 Hybrid,

ACE-13, and UCE-13 Plus
Tyent’s Alkaline H2 Hybrid,
ACE-13, and UCE-13 Plus

2022 WINNER
ACE-13, and UCE-13

2017 WINNER
Enagic SD-501

2015 WINNER
Evontis’ Elite

2019 WINNER
Tyent’s 11-Plate Series

2018 WINNER
Enagic SD-501

2016 WINNER
Tyent’s 9 Plate Rettin Series

7www.ionizerresearch.com



COUNTER TOP

WATER IONIZERS

have not upgraded the style of their units to 

are important to you.

COUNTERTOP STYLES HAVE COME
A LONG WAY!

COUNTERTOP UNITS
ARE CONVENIENT!

interest for those who sell water ionizers.

Many Countertop Units
are Affordable

8www.ionizerresearch.com 8www.ionizerresearch.com



UNDER THE COUNTER

WATER IONIZERS

the installation worth the little bit of extra effort.

WHY WE LOVE UNDER THE
COUNTER UNITS

AVOID CONVERTIBLE UNITS

WARNING OVERALL ANALYSIS

9www.ionizerresearch.com



IONIZERS FOR
ANY BUDGET
If your main goal of buying an ionizer is to 

DON’T GET FOOLED

10www.ionizerresearch.com



PLATES...
THE MOST IMPORTANT PART
OF AN IONIZER!

WE WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND PLATE TYPES

important. Perhaps the only things more important than the 

11www.ionizerresearch.com



PLATES...
THE MOST IMPORTANT PART
OF AN IONIZER!

WE WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND PLATE TYPES

Solid plates are the oldest and most obsolete type of plate available today. Solid plates were
the original plate design for all water ionizers due to their strength and durability. Solid plates 

full power.

1. SOLID PLATES

of the mesh plates.

2. MESH PLATES

SOLID/MESH HYBRID PLATES WIN OUR VOTE!
SEE NEXT PAGE TO FIND OUT WHY.

12www.ionizerresearch.com



PLATES...
THE MOST IMPORTANT PART
OF AN IONIZER!

WE WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND PLATE TYPES

the plate is then dipped multiple times with platinum to ensure that no titanium edges
are exposed.

better than any other plate option.

3. SOLID/MESH HYBRID

BE SURE TO INSIST
ON DIPPED PLATES
WITH MULTIPLE COATS
OF PLATINUM!

NOTE THAT ALL OF OUR CROWNING FOUR PICKS HAVE ALREADY UPGRADED TO SOLID/MESH HYBRID PLATES

13www.ionizerresearch.com



PLATES...

7,9,11, OR 13?
QUICK OVERVIEW ON THE NUMBER OF PLATES

DOES SIZE REALLY MATTER?

mind that the size (surface area) of each individual plate is just as important as the number of 
plates that an ionizer contains.

All Permelec plates offer the thickest and 
longest plates in the industry.

When it comes to ionizer plates, the answer is YES!

14www.ionizerresearch.com

ensure quality. Moreover, look for MFDS and ISO certifications in conjunction with Permelec
plates. The MFDS monitors plate thickness as it relates to safety, so there are no worries there.
However, the MFDS does not monitor the plate length, so be wary of companies who take
shortcuts in that area.



PLATES...BROKEN DOWN BY NUMBERS

0505 PLATES

0707 PLATES

STEER CLEAR FACT 1
3 PLATE UNITS ARE EXTREMELY OUTDATED. ANYTHING LESS
THAN 5 PLATES IS NOT WORTH CONSIDERING!

15www.ionizerresearch.com



0909 PLATES - SATISFACTORY

16www.ionizerresearch.com



11
but they're no longer the industry standard.

STILL A CHARM!
SOME 11-PLATE UNITS STILL HOLD A CANDLE TO
13-PLATE IONIZERS. 

11 PLATES

17www.ionizerresearch.com



1313 PLATES

GET ON BOARD NOW!
13 PLATE UNITS CREATE THE HEALTHIEST WATER.

18www.ionizerresearch.com



FILTRATION

1.

19www.ionizerresearch.com



EXPERTS WEIGH IN ABOUT

IONIZED WATER

ANTHONY ROBBINS
“"Ionized Water has been written about and highly recommended in several top health books by 

independent, eminent authors who drink it. These include: Dr. Ray Kurzweil and Dr. Terry Grossman, 
who wrote Fantastic Voyage: Live Long Enough to Live Forever."

acid-alkaline balance is a baseline determinant of our physical health. When you break your old 

that you desire and deserve."

DR. THEODORE BAROODY“"I have administered over 5000 gallons of this water for about every health situation imaginable. I 

really matter. What does matter is that they all come from the same root cause: too much tissue 
acid waste in the body."

DANIEL REID“"Drinking alkaline water is a great way to neutralize and flush out the toxins and acids that drain from 
the tissues and bodily fluids, and to quickly rehydrate the body and keep your body slightly alkaline."

DR. ROBERT ATKINS“"The cells and fluids in most peoples' bodies are overly acidic. This can cause a lot of health 
problems. It prevents your body from neutralizing and disposing of harmful, poisonous toxins and 
leaves you more susceptible to the cell-damaging free radical oxidation that leads to cancer and 
other diseases."

20www.ionizerresearch.com

Author, Actor, Professional Speaker &



SANG WHANG

Author of Reverse Aging
“"Since the waste products we are trying to discharge are acidic, the right kind of water is alkaline 

water. My personal recommendation is to enjoy the foods that we like, but do not overeat or exclude 
any food. Eat in moderation following professional dietitians’ "balanced diet" concept, and let 
alkaline water do the job of cleansing acidic wastes. Do not use food to cleanse wastes, thus 

DR. LEONARD HOROWITZ
Author of Aids and Ebola“"International studies show that populations with little or no history of illness, such as cancer, drink

higher pH alkaline waters. After all potential risk factors were considered and factored out, it 
became evident that they had been drinking waters with a pH of 8.0 to 10.0"

DR. COLBERT“"I have had countless numbers of patients with painful osteoarthritis on many different medications
for arthritis. Many have been pain free within a couple of months after adjusting their urine pH from

7.0 to 7.5 by consuming adequate amounts of alkaline water and alkaline foods."

DR. WILLIAM KELLY“"Alkaline water, produced by a water ionizer, has become the most important advancement in health 
care since Sir Alexander Fleming's discovery of penicillin."

DR. SHERRY ROGERS“"Alkaline water rids the body of acid waste. After carefully evaluating the results of my advice to
hundreds of individuals, I'm convinced that toxicity in the form of acidic waste is the primary cause 
of degenerative disease."

21www.ionizerresearch.com

Author of Detox or Die



IMPORTANT
MUST-HAVE CERTIFICATIONS

22www.ionizerresearch.com

Good manufacturing practice, or "GMP" are guidelines that outline the 



matters in Korea. KIPO provides legal and institutional administration with 

rights in Korea and internationally. 

developer and publisher of International Standards. ISO is a 

23www.ionizerresearch.com
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The International Electrotechnical Commission, or IEC is the world’s leading

organization for the preparation and publication of international standards for

all electrical, electronic and related technologies. These are known collectively

as  “electrotechnology.” IEC provides a platform for companies, industries and

governments to meet, discuss, and develop the International Standards they 

require. Over 10,000 experts from industry, commerce, government, test and 

research labs, academia and consumer groups participate in the IEC 

Standardization work. The IEC is one of three global sister organizations 

(IEC, ISO, ITU) that develop the International Standards for the world.   



WHAT IS

ALKALINE,
IONIZED WATER?

THE TRUTH
REVEALED!

THE HEALTHIEST WATER!

important to share the 
testimonials of both the average 

interviewed numerous ionizer

WE DID THE
FOLLOWING:
We were forwarded the actual testimonial emails of water 
ionizer customers (including the celebrity and athlete 
customers) from three different ionizer companies. However, 
we were still skeptical, so we set up video conference calls 
with many of their actual customers...and each every ionizer 

testimonials (about the positive effects that they experienced 
from drinking alkaline water) were true.

We refused to believe one ionizer company about their claims 
to have less than a 1% return rate, (which is pretty remarkable 
for such a high ticket item), and they actually set up a meeting 

proven wrong. The company continued to explain to us that 
their ionizer becomes such a healthy part of their customer’s 
life that they just cannot live without it once they begin to reap 

WHY SHOULD I DRINK IT?

25www.ionizerresearch.com



THE SCIENCE OF

ALKALINE,
IONIZED WATER
WE CAN HELP YOU UNDERSTAND

01

26www.ionizerresearch.com

anything, including the body’s cells, infusing the body with amazing health benefits.



02 THE SCIENCE

strategy for the entire body.”
ANTIOXIDANT

ELECTRON
IS DONATED

ANTIOXIDANT
BEHAVIOR

FREE RADICAL

Unpaired
Electron

generous antioxidant levels or
negative ORP.

27www.ionizerresearch.com

Oxidation Reduction Potential (ORP) is the most important benefit in ionized water... that
is...as long as it can be absorbed into the body. The ORP indicates the presence of molecular 
hydrogen in ionized water. One of the best ways to create a negative ORP is with an electric 
water ionizer unit that is able to infuse molecular hydrogen gas into the water 
(refer to key property number one).



03 WATER IONIZERS
WHICH ARE MEDICALLY CERTIFIED FOR HOSPITALS

ALKALINE PH

ALKALINE

SPINACH

BROCOLI

GREEN TEA

LETTUCE

APPLES

CARROTS

TOMATOES

CABBAGE

MOST TAP

WATER

9.59.08.07.0

ACIDIC PH

FRUIT JUICES

MOST GRAINS

EGGS

FISH

TEA

CHICKEN

BEER

SUGARCOFFEE

SHELLFISH

PASTRIES

PASTA

CHEESE

6.55.04.03.0

28www.ionizerresearch.com



PREMIUM IONIZED WATER04 IS RICH IN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN

29www.ionizerresearch.com



COMPLIMENTARY

BUYER’S CHECKLIST
INSIST ON THE FOLLOWING FEATURES

®

Self Cleaning 

“Frustrated because your ionizer is not producing the
high quality ionized water that you deserve?”

30www.ionizerresearch.com



“Choose the right ionizer 
from the start with this 
handy checklist!”

COMPLIMENTARY

BUYER’S CHECKLIST
INSIST ON THE FOLLOWING FEATURES

JUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATIONS OR COMPONENTS LISTED BELOW:

Environmentally Friendly

European Conformity

The International

Commission

Standards Institute

Ministry of Food and
Organization for

The Premier Plate

Innobiz

31www.ionizerresearch.com



SIDE EFFECTS

REPORTED?

Read on to learn about how one
company is taking scare tactics
to the extreme. A

driven out of desperation to stop losing sales to 

for yourself. 

We have not seen fraud of this 

to learn who is behind any 

opportunity to try ionized water 
for yourself.

is a must-have feature.

SIDE
EFFECTS
REPORTED

SCAM

THE TRUTH THE ONLY SIDE EFFECTS THAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT
FROM A WATER IONIZER ARE POSITIVE ONES

Dr. Watanabe

“Alkaline ionized water (AKW) 
is used for the purpose of 
supplementing electrolytes 
and water lost from 
perspiration during exercise 
and for preserving health, 
because AKW is easily 
absorbed by the body
and is excellent at regulating
osmotic pressure in vivo."

You will be an instant

believer and there is no

risk associated with

trying the water because

of the trial periods

offered by respected

ionizer companies.

32www.ionizerresearch.com



SIDE EFFECTS

REPORTED?
PROF. WATANABE 
Professor W Watanabe 

eviating 
many differ
to its ability to neutralize toxins. His studies 
hav
given to individuals with pr
tox results
were staggering. He also said that when 

ven to women during 
pr y ren showed above 
aver re born with
str

Nowada r zer 
resear

ey are 
f  The author

who wrote the misleading ar rying to 
r to prevent you from buying a 

water ionizer. WH
rying to mar et an inferior 

r
popularity of water ioni zers to draw in 

tomers. It is a shame that some 
top at nothing to ma e

ther
r reated by 

zer. Go t to see 
what the exper r.

Go t to see what the
exper

33www.ionizerresearch.com



RIDICULOUS & MISLEADING
MARKETING TACTICS

re off
options ar
the internal parts of a water ionizer or as an add-on to the
water ionizer itself.

K r res regular monitoring 
to ensure safety over time and 
pr to ensure that the bulb is still 

b
not possible t fety monitoring.

e es 1 t
minutes t es mer to pass through an ionizer re 

av f  The large amounts of 
rent that runs th rough the ionizer will eff v ay be present in 

your sour r. So save your money and rest assured that a well-made ioni zer's ultra 
r rolysis pr ve you pur r.

TOP 10

UV LIGHT

We are starting to see several water ioniz ay
that they ar n' fer  This

z y. We did our
resear vertisement for one

fer ve
e T it is simply a paid advertisement.

PHYSICIAN'S DESK REFERENCE

rom various water ioniz
are on the rise. We are guessing that th e re that if the
ma
pay extr

To help y
of 10 of the strangest mar ave seen. We are listing 
these with hopes that you won't fall for any of the following.

34www.ionizerresearch.com



RIDICULOUS & MISLEADING
MARKETING TACTICS

A few companies are still behind in upgrading their units. Would 
you believe that some companies are still marketing 5-plate 
units as their top of the line water ionizers? Ionizers with 
5 plates, as long as they have SMPS Plus, are okay starter 
machines. But sadly, companies that do not yet have 7, 9, 11 or 
13-plate units are trying to get consumers to believe that 
5 plates are better than 7, 9, 11 or 13-plates. If water ionizers
were like iPhones, the 5-plate units, 7-plate units and 8-plate
units would be considered obsolete by now.

Be wary of companies who claim that "as technology advances it gets smaller."  This theory is 
good for computer chips, but not for good old-fashioned electricity as it pertains to water 
ionizer plate contact. In layman's terms, a 5-plate unit will never ionize water to produce the 
level of benefits that an 11 or 13-plate unit does because of the electrical contact with the plates 
(more plates = more contact = better ORP and pH l evels). Simply put, don't fall for it. 

NUMBER OF PLATES

This one is almost too wild to even mention. There are
actually companies trying to convince customers that by
running frequencies through water that some magic happens. 
Through our research, we could not find any scientific evidence 
to support this claim. It is simply not true and does not make 
any sense. What's next? An ionizer with miniature elves inside 
that play music for you? Don't fall for this one.

FREQUENCIES IN WATER

TOP 10

39www.ionizerresearch.com



RIDICULOUS & MISLEADING
MARKETING TACTICS

We are starting to see a f
trying to dr t
plates as opposed to the length and width.  

e rolysis. If you 
wer rain storm would you rather have a large 
umbrella that is big enough t over y rella 
that is only as la rge as a baseball? The same theory applies 
to water ionization.  The length and width of the plate a re

rolysis pr  
ry. All reputable brand ionizers have plates with 

few have plates with a 
 To be saf

fers P

to be short and sweet. PH and ORP
levels will vary greatly from state to state or even from town
to t
tr rantee pH and ORP lev

ration SMPS Plus® power system. An
SMPS Plus® will ensu re that y your water
ionizer levels t y feature that 
you must not be without.

PH AND ORP CLAIMS

THICKNESS OF PLATES

TOP 10

See our t r to

36www.ionizerresearch.com

learn which ionizers have premier plates (Parmelec).



RIDICULOUS & MISLEADING
MARKETING TACTICS

CONVERTIBLE UNITS

VITAMIN C FILTERS

TOP 10

37www.ionizerresearch.com



RIDICULOUS & MISLEADING
MARKETING TACTICS

TOP 10

NON-ELECTRIC IONIZERS ARE THE
NUMBER 1 MISLEADING TACTIC

zers is in full eff r
ionization. To have truly healthy wate r z rolysis. Mineral based 

ze your water z
r r to try t tomers fr

based water ioniz r z ay trial of a r
water ioniz y you will be amaz you feel. Ta e the same trial 

you will be amaz

NON-ELECTRIC

38www.ionizerresearch.com



VSMANUFACTURERS
 ASSEMBLERS

39www.ionizerresearch.com

make one particular part better than the company who tries to be an expert in all parts. 



VSALKALIZING
 IONIZING

INSIST ON THE BEST...IONIZED WITH MOLECULAR HYDROGEN!!!

there are many things that occur:

There are types of hydrogen in the world. The only type of hydrogen that you 
01

03

02

40www.ionizerresearch.com



VSALKALIZING
 IONIZING

INSIST ON THE BEST...IONIZED WITH MOLECULAR HYDROGEN!!!

04

05

Is great for helping you maintain a healthy pH for 

to most ionized water.

06

There is a Small Plate for Alkalized Water from a Non-electric Machine

A non-electric alkalizer:

41www.ionizerresearch.com



IN WITH THE NEW

Are You Unsure about Which Power Source is Best?

SMPS Plus.

POWER TRIP...

There are three types of Power Sources

The Transformer

The Original SMPS

® 

 

42www.ionizerresearch.com

®Not as advanced as the SMSPS Plus

Efficient

Better electrical output

Will not overheat (stays cool)

Newer technology



IN WITH THE NEW

SMPS Plus® or the Upgraded 7th Generation SMPS Plus®

®

POWER TRIP...

Superior power handling

43www.ionizerresearch.com

Here are the benefits:

®The 7th generations SMPS Plus   does everything 
the regular SMPS does but better! 



AMPS ARE WHERE IT’S AT
POWER TRIP...

DON’T ACCEPT
ANYTHING LESS!

44www.ionizerresearch.com

How Do You Know the Correct 
Amount of Amps?

8 Amps 10 Amps

5 plate ionizers 7 plate ionizers 9 plate ionizers 11 plate ionizers 13 plate ionizers



POISONOUS CHEMICALS IN

IONIZERS?

GREAT IDEA?

45www.ionizerresearch.com



POISONOUS CHEMICALS IN

IONIZERS?

THE ENAGIC™ “ENHANCER” CONSISTS OF
SODIUM CHLORIDE AND SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE.

SODIUM CHLORIDE:

materials.

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE:

shortness of breath. Prolonged exposure may 

OVERALL ANALYSIS:

46www.ionizerresearch.com



YES,

SAFEST

IONIZERS

THE SAFEST!
There are many safety features and

best interest. With more and more 

water ionizer safety is a growing 

Just as the lead paint in toys made in 
China disaster flooded the news in 

SAFETY CHECKLIST:

47www.ionizerresearch.com

UL rating

ISO - International Organization for

Standardization

GMP - Good Manufacturing Practice

IEC - The International Electrotechnical
Commission



SAFEST

IONIZERS
In addition to

CERTIFICATIONS,

Automatic shutoff

to turn an ionizer off.

Chemical free

Adjustable power settings

SMPS Plus®

abundant antioxidant output.

Platinum coated titanium plates

Electricity

Overall Analysis

It is worth a larger investment for 

spend the money to ensure your 

48www.ionizerresearch.com



COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

BE CAREFUL
The old saying

“YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR!”
Rings true with water ionizers.

01

02

03

BUY A QUALITY IONIZER MADE IN JAPAN OR KOREA.”

49www.ionizerresearch.com

“DO NOT PUT YOUR OR YOUR FAMILY’S HEALTH AT RISK! INSTEAD,



WARRANTIES, RETURN POLICIES
& TRIAL PERIODS...
WHAT DOES ALL OF
THE SMALL PRINT MEAN?
WARRANTIES

PARTS AND LABOR?

TRIAL PERIODS

50www.ionizerresearch.com

and very fair trial period. As consumers ourselves, we feel that anything less is a cause for alarm. 



THE RETURN POLICY

CASE IN POINT:

TIP:

51www.ionizerresearch.com



MEET THE

CROWNING FOUR
IONIZERS
WHY TYENT USA IS A CROWN WORTHY COMPANY:

MOST IMPRESSIVE: 

Tyent’s Top Ionizer Series Tyent's Alkaline H2
Hybrid Ionizer, Tyent’s 13-Plate Ionizers, the
ACE-13 and UCE-13

Safety

Ease of use

ORP levels

pH levels

Warranty

Luxury Options

Consumer rating

Overall rating

Our rating

SMPS Plus® inside

CROWN WORTHY
IONIZERS

52www.ionizerresearch.com



MEET THE

CROWNING FOUR
IONIZERS
TYENT’S TOP COUNTERTOP MACHINE

® inside

® inside

CROWN
WORTHY

IONIZERS

53www.ionizerresearch.com

The ACE is by far the top performing countertop unit on the market. In our scientific tests, the 
Tyent ACE scored the highest in all categories. The ACE features a faster flow rate, front-load-
ing filters and a smartphone-inspired touchscreen. It outperformed all other brands in our lab 
tests, including the EnagicTM  SD-501. If top performance, safely, aesthetics, customer service 
and warranty are important features for you, then this is your unit.

Tyent USA ACE
Price: $5,995

Lowest Sale Spotted: $3,995

Permelec Plates inside
SMPS Plus



MEET THE

CROWNING FOUR
IONIZERS
TYENT’S TOP UNDER THE COUNTER MACHINE

Tyent USA ACE
Price: $5,995

Lowest Sale Spotted: $3,995

Permelec Plates inside
SMPS Plus® inside

® inside

54www.ionizerresearch.com

The Tyent under-the-counter model is our top ionizer pick because, as a whole, this expertly
designed unit combines the highest level of style & performance. 

Astounding Results! Tyent’s 11-plate unit used to be the top performing machine and while 
it is still amazing, we are blown away by the results from the 13-plate units. Now, Tyent’s 
13-plate units deliver up to a 25% increase in both pH and -ORP levels when compared to 
their 9-plate predecessors. In addition, the 13-plate units have a 40% faster flow rate. 

In our scientific tests, the Tyent UCE-13 Plus outperformed all other water ionizers, and 
even beat the performance of commercial grade ionizers that had more plates. Plus, the 
lifetime warranty offered with both of Tyent’s 13-plate models has zero stipulations and a 
75-Day trial (longest one we found).

Cool Upgrade! Tyent’s UCE-13 Plus is now made of professional stainless steel and comes 
in three luxury colors including Matte Black, Antique and Satin Silver.

Tyent USA UCE-13 Plus
Price: $6,995.00

Lowest Sale Spotted: $4,795

Permelec Plates inside
SMPS Plus

CROWN
WORTHY

IONIZERS



MEET THE

CROWNING FOUR
IONIZERS
HONORABLE MENTIONS

Lowest Sale Spotted: $2,495

SMPS Plus® inside

Tyent USA ACE-11 Turbo

Lowest Sale Spotted: $3,495

SMPS Plus® inside

CROWN WORTHY
IONIZERS

55www.ionizerresearch.com



MEET THE

CROWNING FOUR
IONIZERS
WHY IS EVONTIS A CROWN WORTHY COMPANY:

EVONTIS’S TOP MACHINE

Evontis Elite

Lowest Sale Spotted: $2,495

SMPS Plus® inside

CROWN WORTHY
IONIZERS

56www.ionizerresearch.com



MEET THE

CROWNING FOUR
IONIZERS
TYENT’S BLACK LABEL EDITION MACHINE:

water generator. 

TYENT USA ALKALINE H2 HYBRID

Hybrid

Lowest Sale Spotted: $4,250

CROWN WORTHY
IONIZERS

57www.ionizerresearch.com



MEET THE

CROWNING FOUR
IONIZERS
WHY HYDROPATHY IS A CROWN WORTHY COMPANY:

HYDROPATHY’S TOP MACHINE

really good deal.

Hydropathy Asio

Lowest Sale Spotted: $2,000

SMPS Plus® inside

CROWN WORTHY
IONIZERS

58www.ionizerresearch.com



IONIZERS WORTH AN

CROWN WORTHY
HONORABLE MENTION,
BUT NOT
Alkazone®

®

Lowest Sale Spotted: $2,000

®

® 

Plus®

Safety

Ease of use

ORP levels

pH levels

Warranty

Luxury Options

Consumer rating

Overall rating

Our rating

Enagic™ USA

Lowest Sale Spotted: $3,980

to other ionizers in the industry.

Safety

Ease of use

ORP levels

pH levels

Warranty

Luxury Options

Consumer rating

Overall rating

Our rating

58www.ionizerresearch.com 59www.ionizerresearch.com



Chanson™

Lowest Sale Spotted: $1,995

® 

same levels as our Crowning Three units.

Safety

Ease of use

ORP levels

pH levels

Warranty

Luxury Options

Consumer rating

Overall rating

Our rating

Chanson™

Lowest Sale Spotted: $2,195
a lot of money in the long run.

Safety

Ease of use

ORP levels

pH levels

Warranty

Luxury Options

Consumer rating

Overall rating

Our rating

IONIZERS WORTH AN

CROWN WORTHY
HONORABLE MENTION,
BUT NOT

60www.ionizerresearch.com



HOW TO PROTECT
YOURSELF FROM

IN 3 EASY STEPS
SCAMS

WHAT MATTERS MOST?

We can’t stress how critical this is. A company can pretty much
say anything they want and make any promises they want. The
BBB is the age old, tried and true consumer protection agency that
can keep you on the right track and ensure a safe purchase.

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF IN 3 EASY STEPS:

TIP:

without a stellar BBB rating.
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The Better Business Bureau (BBB) is one of the only organizations that cannot be bought. That 



CHOOSE YOUR DREAM WATER IONIZER WELL AND 
EXPERIENCE ALL THE HEALTH BENEFITS!

entirely up to you.

page 30 for the full list of must-have water ionizer attributes.

water industries? Follow us at

SUMMARY

Upgraded SMPS Plus Power Supply with energy-saving options

Made only in Japan or Korea

WWW.WATERIONIZER.COM
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